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Lesson 19: R-Blends

bri cri dru fro gri pro tri

brim crib drum frog grin prop trip 

brag crab drip Fred grab prep trot

That is not a frog.           
The crab did not trot.

Lesson 19: R-Blends

bra cro dru fre gri pri tre

bran crop drum Fred grip prim *tred 

brim crab *drot frog grin prop trap

Can a frog grin?           
How did Fred trap the crab?

Lesson 19: R-Blends

bre cra dri fro gru pro tra

bred cram drip frog grub prod trap 

*brix crib drop *frod grab prep trod

The cub had a plan to grab a frog.       
Can a fox trap a man?

Lesson 19: R-Blends

bri cro dru fre gra pre tra

brim crop drum fret grab prep trap 

*brot *crex *drig frog grip prop trot

We have a pet frog.          
The kid will grip the bat.
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Lesson 19: R-Blends

bri cra dri fre gri pro tri

brim crab drip Fred grip prom trim 

brag *crix drum frog grab *pran trap

Which frog did Fred grab?         
It will be fun to let a frog hop on the drum.

Lesson 19: R-Blends

bra cro dra fro gru pri tra

brag crop drag frog grub prim tram 

*brux crib drip Fred grim prod trim

There is a drip in the tub.         
Fred will get on the tram. 

Lesson 19: R-Blends

bri      cra dro fre gri pro tri

brim crab drop Fred grip prom trip 

*brap crib drum *freg grit *prit trap

He will get the crib.          
The hat had a big brim.

Lesson 19: R-Blends

bra cri dra fro gri pro tre

Brad crib drag frog grip prop trek 

brag *creg drum *frip Greg prep trip

Brad had fun on the trip. 
It is fun to tap on a drum.
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Lesson 19: R-Blends

bri cra dra fro gri pre tro

brim cram drag frog grim prep trod 

Brad *crid drum *frux grab *prit tram

Brad will grab the drum for Greg.          
Get that frog out of the crib!

Lesson 19: R-Blends

bre cri dra fro gri pro tri

*brex crib drag frog grin prop trim 

Brad crab drum Fran Greg prod *trit

Brad and Greg each have a drum.          
Fran can brag about Brad.

Lesson 19: R-Blends

bre cri dru fre gri pro tri

*breg crib drum Fred grin prod trip 

bran *crat *drex frog grim prop tram

Did he have a frog on the tram?         
We can use the drum as a prop. 

Lesson 19: R-Blends

bri cra dru fre gri pre tra

brim crab drum fret grip prep trap 

brag cram drop frog *gred prop trip

You can brag about the fun trip.           
The frog is on top of the drum.




